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V7 Projector Lamp for selected projectors by
EPSON
VPL014-1E

Key Features
Genuine Philips bulb for quality and performance
Reliable, and long lasting up to 1500 lamp hours
Bright and sharp pictures. Ideal for home, business or education use.
Compatible with EPSON EMP-600, EPSON EMP-800, EPSON EMP-810, EPSON EMP-
811, EPSON EMP-820, EPSON PowerLite 600p, EPSON PowerLite 800p, EPSON
PowerLite 810p, EPSON PowerLite 811p,
Replacement for original lamp part number ELPLP15, V13H010L15,

VPL014-1E

Overview
V7 replacement projector lamps offer the very highest quality. All V7 lamps feature
genuine bulbs from the original manufacturers to ensure the brightest light, the best
color reproduction and the longest burn time. The wide selection of projector lamps is
fully compatible with thousands of today’s leading manufacturer models. In an aftermarket
marred by under-performing products, V7 lamps provide a safe option to lower costs
without compromising quality, reliability or longevity.

+ Range- V7 lamps are available for thousands of popular projector models from Acer,
Benq, Dell, Epson, Hewlett Packard, Hitachi, Infocus, JVC, Mitsubishi, NEC, Optoma,
Philips, Plus, Projection Design, Promethean, Sanyo, Sharp, Sony, Toshiba, Vivitek and
others.

+ Availability - V7 holds stock of lamps at regional warehouses for immediate delivery.

+ Prices - V7 lamp prices offer significant savings over OEM branded products.

+ Performance - V7 lamps use the same bulbs as OEM for identical high performance.

+ Warranty - V7 offers 120-day lamp warranties (30 days longer than most OEM).

Specification
V7 Model # VPL014-1E
IM SKU # J151509
EAN 4038489021311
Additional
Info

lamp life and watts quoted may vary depending on projector eco-mode settings,
environment and usage.

Bulb Philips
Compatibility EPSON EMP-600, EPSON EMP-800, EPSON EMP-810, EPSON EMP-811, EPSON EMP-

820, EPSON PowerLite 600p, EPSON PowerLite 800p, EPSON PowerLite 810p, EPSON
PowerLite 811p,

Compatible
Brand

EPSON

Country of
Origin

Singapore

Lamp Hours 1500
Lamp Watts 200
Replaces
OEM Part No

ELPLP15, V13H010L15,

Warranty 4 months


